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16 tiles
E-6000 glue
1 cork coaster
Modge Podge

1. Align top of first word to top of
cork square.
2. Use pea sized amount of glue per letter—CAUTION: glue
comes out fast.
3. Bring your finished product to Gina for cutting.
4. Spread Modge Podge over the top. Use a moderate amount.
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1 mug
3-4 sticker letters
Multi Surface Satin Acrylic Paint
Dot sponge (“spouncer”)

1. Choose your letters and place
onto rag or fabric.
2. Peel off and place onto mug.
3. Apply paint with sponge over letters and around mug. Avoid painting
handle or lip. Use paper plate to dot off excess paint before applying.
4. While paint is wet, peel off letters.
5. To cure, place mug in a cool oven. Turn oven on to 350° and bake for
30 minutes. Turn the oven off and leave the mug in the oven. Once
oven is room temperature remove the mug. The mug needs to heat up
and cool off with the oven. Hand washing is best.
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1 pegboard
1pattern
Perler beads (various)
Iron
Parchment/wax paper
A keen eye and steady hands
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1. Choose one pattern to create. One pattern will take
20-30 minutes to assemble.
2. When done, bring to Kelsey to iron. CAUTION: Be
careful when walking as the beads can tip easily.
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